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Assessing the Impact of Deregulation

on Point-to-Point Demand

by Sanford V. Berg and Patricia L. Pacey

Through the first half of the 20th century, the telephone industry was

characterized as having significant economies of scale (primarily due to the

heavy fixed capital requirements but relatively low operating costs). Also,

the non-storability of its service and the cumbersome nature of its facilities

led most to view the telephone industry as a 'inatural monopoly." In addition,

a mo.nop oly' s (natural or otherwise) ability to price discrJminate caused some

customers .to seekre~ation in order to be protected. Subsequently, the

local company found that regulatory entry barriers provided protection for certain

types of services, particularly those generating the "cream" (profit) used to

cross-subsidize other services (such as local service). However FCC policies

have encouraged entry in some services which are no longer regarded as natural

monopolies. The recent AT&T decision splits the operating companies

away from Ma Bell and further reinforces the competitive nature of interstate

toll services.

The purpose of this note is to propose a methodology for evaluating the
.. .. .. ,. . l

impactf'...~(_deregulat:ion ·on point-to~.p.9in'l: demand-.pres·ently met by regulated

firms~· Both companies and regulators~n~ed to -a~sess the- chang~s in-costs and
"~

revenues associated with new entry in the city to city market. The first step

involves·determining how the number and duration of calls depend on various

economic variables, so that the causes of changes in these important dimensions

of telecommunications services can-be properly identified. Here we briefly

review the rationale for regulation-and likely impacts of deregulation. After
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summarizing previous approaches Fo the demand for long distance calls, we

present preliminary results of a new study of the demand for toll messages.

We conclude that the approach provides a first step towards determining the

impact of new (competitive) services on existing point-to-point suppliers.

Background

The initial regulatory objectives in communications might be summarized

in terms of preventing unreasonable price discrimination, protecting the

consumer against poor quality service, and extending communication services

(the telephon~) to as many individuals as possible while still allowing the

firm to have an opportunity to earn a fair rate of return on investment. Two

of these constraints, universal service and "fair" rate of return have, no

doubt, contributed to the existence of a price structure within the Bell System

h Od ° I b °d ° It at appears to prOVl e lnterna su Sl leSe Based on existing information,

it seems business and long distance customers have been charged high prices

relative to their costs in order to generate excess revenues which could then

be used to subsidize the low prices charged for residential services and

installations.

The pricing scheme of the Bell System is characterized by statewide

rate averaging and value of service pricing. Also, separations agreements

consist of intricate formulas for the shifting of revenue requireme~t~ from

intrast-ate to interstate levels.: "E-c0no~ists-"aigtie that this type of .rc?-te
" .. ,

structure violates the principles of "economic efficiency and leads to a mis
'.~

allocation of resources since-one sector of the market is paying a higher price

than the costs associated with supplying that service in order that the other

market sector's price be set below the costs of supplying services to them.

Such structures also come in conflict with the regulatory agency's objective

of preventing price discrimination. Yet social considerations, as well as
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economic concerns, are included in the mandates of the regulator and one way

to insure universal service (access to communication services) is, according

to economic theory (and proven by the empirical evidence regarding universal

service) to reduce the local service price. Therefore, the (residual) pricing

scheme developed by the Bell System and approved by the regulatory-boards, may

well have been the best answer to these objectives. Of course, given the

dramatic reductions in the costs of metering individual calls, the present

flat fee with unlimited local calling may be uneconomic compared to some

system of local measured service pricing.

As changes in technology (e.g., satellite communications, digital electronic

equipment, and microprocessors) rev()luti~nize this industry, consumers have

obtained improved and expanded service at lower real costs. However, some

new developments in technology may have eliminated the traditional "natural

monopoly" position, so some economists have argued that more benefits can

be brought about by allowing competitive entry into this industry, rather

than through tighter controls or increased scrutiny over the regulated firm
\ . '

(see Meyer, et al., 1980). Besides questioning the -effectiveness of 'ithe,

regulatory process, they argue that significant benefits to the consumer

will occur if fewer constraints are imposed upon the regulated firm. Clearly,

part of this change in attitude towards regulation stems from the advanced

techno!.§~~~which has" altered some,':.g.(.J:lre basic .c.haracteristics of the industry.
. t' _. ..oJ:

Of particular importance and most conspi"cuous "f~r ecoriomists studyrng the
'.~

telecommunications industry, is the relative lack of cost associated pricing.

Moreover, the regulatory agencies involved, particularly the FCC, have

recognized the changes and are receptive to limiting the role of the regulatory

agency in the telecommunications industry. Indeed, the new communications bill,
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presently under debate in Congress, should firmly establish this new market

structure, altering the relationship of the regulated firm with its federal

and state regulatory agencies. The recent AT&T antitrust settlement represents

one vision of the new competitive environment for telecommunicatio?s services.

The natural question to ask now is: What will be the impact of this new

competition on the consumer, the new AT&T and the various common carriers?

To address this issue we need to ask such questions as: What does the toll

market look like, especially its price and, income elasticity? How does the

size of the system (market) affect the number.of calls, or call-minutes? And

what is the importance of other alternative forms of communication, such as

WATS and private lines (i.e., what are the relevant cross-price elasticities)?

Finally, what can we conclude from the empirical wo.rk.'te'date, and how much

will the entry of accs (other common carriers) on a route-by~route basis alter

these findings?

Demand for Interstate Calls

Demand modeling of interstate and intrastate toll has been done by AT&T

Long Lines for interstate toll while the operating companies have invested

resources and much time in the modeling of intrastate toll. Intrastate toll

models~ developed by -th~ various operati,pg compa?ies,'of AT&T, are 6:£ -a--,time-
. .. . - ~ ......

." _. :"". "" ;- ~";

serie~ nature, usua.lly us~ng the t·numb~r,.of:int-rastate toIII~essages_or-price

deflated ~nues as their dependent variable. State public serv_fC1= commissions

regulate the intrastate rate structure of the telephone industry. Consequently,

when requests for price changes come from the operating company, the \concern

of the state regulatory commission is to determine the effect these price
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changes will have on the consumer and the impact it will have on the company's

revenues and "fair" rate of return. Most public service commissions were not

(and perhaps are still not) convinced that the price and income elasticity of

toll demand is non-zero.

The explanatory variables most often used in these studies are: personal

income of the state, the number of telephones less residential extensions in

the state (as a measure of system size), and toll price index. (qeflated by

the cpr) of each state. Clearly, the~e '~odeling efforts capture "average" state

price, income: or message changes but are of little 'value in pin-pointing effects

.. ... . -.,.

in a specific area or city~' Since the~FCC now allows for and new technology

enables competitors to enter selected market (city) areas with relative ease,

the intrastate toll models developed within the Bell System operating companies

are only useful as a benchmark for future, more disaggregated work.

However, there are two studies that are noteworthy in the development of

point-to-point models. The first is a cross-sectional study measuring directional

traffic (in number of calls) between individual pairs of states j under-

taken by Larsen and McClary in 1970. The second study, by Deschamps in 1974,

is a cross-sectional and time-series analysis of traffic (again, defined as the

number of calls) between various districts over anine-year period in Belg~bm.

Both stud:res contribut~ to the deY~.l~~~~~nt..of '8:-:nore disaggregated"-mod\=l that is

..~ •• " <. • - ~~.- • .. ..

neces~ary in estima~ing t~e price and,· income elasticities between s~lected cities.

'.~

Larsen~nd McCleary (197q) prov~de one of the first attempts~ to model

interstate toll demand on a point-to-point basis. Separate estimates were made

for business and residential demand for toll as well as a total toll demand

equation. Data consisted of messages between state i,and state j taken from

the Messages Analysis Sampling Pian- (MASP) for two periods: October 1966
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through January 1967, and March ~968 through June 1968. The independent variables

used in their model were mail volume from:state i to state j. Two different

specifications of price were developed; the average initial minute price of a

call and the average total price of a call between the two selected states. The

first specification attempts to measure responsiveness to making a~call whereas

the second specification is designed to measure responsiveness to both making a

call and the length of the call.

The theoretical literature on telecommunications indicates that the larger

the system, the more likely it ~ill b~ that call will be made into that system.

The inclusion of "mail volume" by Larsen and McCleary is an attempt to capture

such a "community of interest" measure.~: One would expect that the larger the

volume of mail flowing between states, the more likely it is that calls between

these two states will be made. Finally, how calls will vary when income and/or

price varies can be estimated from the independent variable, income and price,

respectively.

Larsen and McCleary found that both mail volume and price were strong and

significant predictors with coefficients of 1.02 and -1.09 for mail volume and

average initial minute price, respectively. The specification using average

total price of a call was also statistically significant but had both a lower

elasticity and a lower R-squared. The major drawback to the Larsen and McCleary

study ds'~be negative~nd statistlcally~significant ~6efficient fo~ intome.
-.. . ....i. .'

.- _. ~.. ~ :- ~-.~ . . .. -

This ~esult leads op.e to lJe susp{ciousof' 'Chemodel specification, especially

'.~

as it isqulte likely that mail volu~e and income are highly corr~lated.

Also, mail volume between states and average prices are both at highly aggre-

gated levels, creating econometric and interpretation problems. Nevertheless,

the Larsen and McCleary study offers new direction in the development of an
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independent variable needed to measure the degree of community interaction

and identifies some of the problems of estimating point-to-point models.

Deschamps (1974) analyzes cross-sectional data within 40 districts and

-between these 40 districts in Belgium, for one day day out of each-year over

a 9-year period. His study uses a logarithmic functional form with messages

as the dependent variables. The dummy variables in Deschamps' model are:

a dummy variable for distance between ttvo districts, a dummy variable to take

into account whether districts i and j have a common spoken language, a dummy

variable to account for the presence of the province capital, and a dummy

variable for time. Also, included in-hi~ model are variables for the number

of subscr~bers in district i and in dis~rict j, per capita income in district i

during time t, a time trend, and, finally, an index of sociological proximity.

This sociological proximity index is the sum of the number of commuters from

i to j and from districts j to i, divided by the aggregate population of

districts i and j. The idea here is that commuters between districts will

become acquainted with each other and the result will be an increase in the

telephone demand among districts.

Deschamps tested models where the price specification varied. Recognizing

the multi-part tariff of the industry, the specifications considered are
.... .... ". ,. .

combirikti~ns of variables for overaJJ_ ptic(i.pe~-~alf, initial minute price per-- - ..... -. - . . ... ~ .'. . ..
• t' '.. 1 .~

call,-6vertime minute price, the minimumprice'per call and 'th~ log-of a price
' ..~

index defined as the weighted-mean of the consumer costs of calls' that fall

in different length classes.

The equation that includes this last price specification, a weighted price

index (weighted average of the customer costs of a call when distance varied),
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was determined to produce the best results. However, the success of this

price specification may well be because it entered the model in a logarithmic

fashion (unlike the other price specifications).

The Deschamps study uses a double logarithmic functional form~with the

number of messages between district i and district j at time t as the dependent

variable and the above described independent variables. Finally, the estimate

of price elasticity in the Deschamps study, using the price variable specifi-

cally designed to examine how demand varies with distanc~ is -0.24. This leads

us to a discussion of the point-to-point demand model developed by one of the

authors (Pacey, 1981).

City-to-City Calls and Competitive Entry

One of the most important issues in need of resolution is the impact of

competitive service on city-to-city calls, since the revenue and cost consequences

for current firms could be substantial. One study (Pacey, 1981) takes a first

step towards modeling point-to-point (or route-by-route) demand for toll calls.

Semi-annual data on the total number of messages and minutes over a five-year

period from 1975 to 1980 were collected on each of 14 different city pairs.

Each cross-section consisted' of data on the total number of messages and minutes

origi~at'rngin system =!- (city i) and t~,rminating' in··system j (city- JY~· repre-
- - ~ .. _ .....

.".'. -.. .., ~ .....

senti.ng one-way tra;ffic for the total. "direct ais-tancedial (DDD)ca).ls·;

The eiqnanatory variable~ incl~ded in her model are the pric~e'~f an

initial minute, price of an overtime minute, price of all other private goods,

represented by the CPI, price of WATS, the number of telephones in city i and

city j, and income. However, the Pacey model differs from other modeling
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attempts in that she estimates two distinct equations. The first is designed

to estimate the demand for toll messages between city i and city j and the

second estimates the mean duration of a call (in minutes). This approach is

theoretically more appealing in light of the multi-part tariff structure and

the interaction (community of interest) between the system sizes of city i

and city j.

As noted below, the initial minute price and the system size of both

cities are important in the determination of the demand for toll messages.

Yet the overtime minute price and the system size of the called party are more

relevant in estimating the mean duration of a call. 2

The ~mpirical results of the demand for toll messages are presented below:

Z = -6.8 0.24P 0.70T. + 0.86T. + 0.12Y
~ J

1.43D R2 = 0.99

(-4 •5) ( - 3 . 7 ) (11.2) (11.8) (2.2) (-7 .2)

where all the variables (except the dummy) are in logarithmic form:

Z the total number of messages

P the price of an initial minute, deflated by the CPI

T. the number of telephones less residential extensions in system
1

(city) i
, . :

the number ·of telephon~E!._JEfss residantialextensions in system

(city) j
,(':-

- • -1

Y. tax receipts of system (city) i, adjusted for the tax rate and
1

•
deflated by the CPI

D a dichotomous variable where D = 1 for the city pairs in the more

populous states, and D o for the other city pairs.
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The empirical results (again in logarithmic form) for the mean duration of a

call (minutes) are:

-
t -0.02 O. 3l0P ..

1J
0.03T. + O.OIY. + 0.58PW + 0.002d ..

J 1 1J
0.86

where

(-0.75) (-3.17) (-1.07) (0.48) (5.58) (2.20)

-t mean duration of a call, in minutes

OP.. price of an overtimeminute~_deflated by the CPI
1J

T. -the number of telephones less residential extensions in city j,
J

a proxy for population of city j

Y. tax receipts per one-percent sales tax, deflated by the CPI,
1

as a measure of aggregate income in city i

d.. distance between cities i and j
1J

PW price of WATS service, deflated by the CPl.

Variables for overtime minute price, distance and the price of WATS are

omitted from the above specification for the demand for DDD messages, as

they are perfectly collinear with the initial minute price. This is due to

the method of determining the prices of the various telephone services within

the operating company. This system of price determination within the Bell
~ .. v - ~.

Systenl-llaa been a m.ajor hindrance-: t.o.. ,nisea:tch efforts in telecommunications

tryin-g"to measure cross-price elasticity.
" '-1

Earlier studies have found that more populous areas, because of consumption

externalities, had larger net benefits and hence, made more calls, it follows

that city pairs from the more populous states are likely to have a higher
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"average" number of total messages than city pairs from states with smaller

populations. Therefore, a dichotomous variable where D 1 for the city pairs

in the more populous states, and D = 0 for the other city pairs is included

-
in the specification. In fact, the inclusion of this dummy variable proved

useful. It indicates that there is indeed a difference in the level of DDD

calls (though assuming the propensities to call are similar) that varies with

city size.

The empirical results of the demand for messages are quite impressive.

All of the estimated coefficients have the expected" sign, are of reasonable

magnitudes, and are significant. Note that the price and income elasticities

are -O~24.and 0.11, respectively. The findings indicate that a 10% increase in

the initial minute price of a toll call, ceteris paribus, will result in a

2.4% decrease in the number of calls made. Moreover, the model verifies that

the system size (T., T.) of both cities has a positive impact on the number
1. J

of originating calls.

The findings for the estimation of the mean duration of a call are less

satisfactory than the equation demand for messages, but still respectable.

The reason for some ambiguity in the mean duration equation is probably that

the data available could not be separated to identify business and residential
4 ' ;". - _ ':. -

minut~~ .. __This is ~mpo:ttant because J:h~': ave:r:age-·length of a call. of a business

""" - • 0\ •

messa-ge is generally shorter than the duration of a residential calL. Clearly,
'o~

this will cause distortions in the estimated parameters.

The price-elasticity for the overtime minute price is -0.31 and the cross-

price elasticity of WATS is 0.56. Also, the estimated coefficient of the
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distance variable, though small, has the expected sign and is statistically

significant. However, both the telephones in city j and the income in city i

variables are insignificant. More disaggregated data need to be made available

in order to better estimate the mean duration of a call.

Conclusions

Research needs to focus on estimating equations for the number of messages

and the duration of calls for both business and ,residential customers,
I

respectively. .Empi~ical evidence supports ipe pyp6Ehesis that the mean

duration of a call varies 'substantially between business and residential

telephone users. Clearly then, both messages and minutes for each category

of user (business and residential) are needed to forecast the impact of price

changes. Other researchers attempting to include WATS prices in their models

have met with disappointing results3 and clearly, the problems associated with

including a substitutable communicationlmode (such as WArS or private line) need

to be addressed. 4

The introduction of new competitors into the long-distance market will allow

for the inclusion of an alternative communications variable whose price is not

linked to the Bell System pricing scheme. Once 'a large array of systems (city
-

pairsY, with both varying communi.tationsoPtiolf.q-and demographic cnaracteristics,
.-- .- -.. " -~ ~... . ...

..' ., of '~ - ~ __ .-. ,"

can he obtained and modeled, more re~'iable and' 'informative estimates can be .
.:-:-- . "'~

forwarded. Clearly, determining the degree of substitutability Qf communications

options is still in its formative stages, and is subject to much opinion but

little empirical evidence. Yet with the mix of unregulated and regulated firms

now entering the toll market, the FCC and state commissions should find the

empirical information presented:bere a useful starting point.
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Finally, modeling point-to-point demand is now more relevant as the new

structure of the telecommunications industry suggests a need for this type of

empirical investigation. Further research along these lines will advance our

-understanding of the telecommunications industry and will be of use to both

regulators and industry managers.

....- :-....... :- ~.:

..
- .. ,

'.~
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NOTES

1. For another point of view, see the article cited below.

"Competition, Contribution and Cross Subsidy: An Examination of

AT&T Costing and Pricing Procedures," prepared by Exeter Associates,

rnc., for Mcr Telecommunications Corp., FCC Docket CC-80-286,

August 1981.

2. Because of the adjustment of autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity,

the t-statistic for the coefficients in both equations are asymptotic.

However, the sample is of sufficient size that these t-statistics can

be used to evaluate the significance of the variable.

3. See Taylor (1980) for a summary of the estimates of WATS models.

4. The entry of new competitors (e.g., Mcr or SPC) will surely have some

impact on point-to-point demand for current suppliers. Sorting out

the impact requires a model such as that developed here •

.. ;.. ... --
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